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Round Face Stamps, Marking Hammers, Solid Stamps for Flat, Concave, Convex and Radius Marking

Round Face Stamps
A Comparison

New Method hand stamps with round face, rather than sharp face characters (right and above) are specifically designed to lessen chances of cracks starting in aluminum and magnesium castings and forgings which will be subjected to either tensile or torsional stresses in service.

Fraction Style Chart
Showing 1/4 inch fractions (reading 3/4 inch)

| Style F1 - Tier Style Fraction | 3/4 |
| Style F2 - Full Diagonal Fraction | 3/4 |
| Style F3 - Staggered Diagonal Fraction | 3/4 |
| Style F4 - Straight Line Diagonal Fraction | 3/4 |

Imported - Order fractions by size and style

Marking Hammer

Special hammers with interchangeable type. Important-Indicate the size of characters required when ordering inserts for marking hammers.

Solid Stamps
For Concave Marking

MULTIPLE CHARACTER

For Concave Marking

MULTIPLE CHARACTER

For Radius Marking

MULTIPLE CHARACTER

Important-Indicate the type and hardness of material to be marked, size of marking space, size and width of characters. Also whether surface to be marked is flat, curved, convex or concave. If the surface is not flat, please supply a print or a sample of the part. Where curved line marking is wanted, give marking radius to centerline of character and whether top or bottom of letters are to the center.